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Notes To Students and Parents 
 

This is the seventh in a series of spelling books designed to improve both 
the students’ spelling and vocabulary. Test Your Spelling 5 & 6 will ensure 
correct placement in this series. 
 
It is essential to learn to spell well. To spell well it is important to have 
mastered the phonetical sounds and have a logical spelling 
programme that reinforces the sounds that have been learnt. If a 
phonics programme has not previously been used, revise first with 
Revise Your Phonics 1 & 2.  
 
Spelling units have been grouped into common sounds, prefixes or 
suffixes to make learning easier. Each unit is for one week. 
 
To get the best from this book: 
 
●  Read the word list for the week. 
 
●  During the week look up and write out the definition of each word.  
 
●  During the week write a sentence using each word. 
 
●  Memorise the words. The best way to do this is to write them out at 

least once each day, saying the word and sounding it as you do so. 
(Dividing the words into syllables will help you spell and pronounce 
the words correctly). 

 
●  Complete all the exercises. 
 
●  Learn the meaning of any prefixes or suffixes given in the exercises. 
 
●  Learn any spelling rules. 
 
●  At the end of a week an adult should test the spelling of the word list.  

All words incorrectly spelt should be rewritten correctly three times 
and added to the next week’s word list. 

 
●  If more than five words in any week are spelt wrong it is suggested 

that the unit be repeated. 
 
●  Optional dictation is available at the back of the book for units 5, 10, 

15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40. (Not suitable for slow learners). 
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Unit 1:    Short a sound 
 

accessories  alleviate   appalling   barrage 

baritone   clamour   dangle   factual 

faculties   galaxy   galvanise   harangue 

harass   jackeroo   laboratory  lapse 

magnificent  nationalism  ravage   tabloid 

 

A.  The suffix “-ate” means “to make”. Write the list word that contains this 
suffix. 

 
 

_______________ 
 

 
B.  The suffix “-ism” means “an act or quality of”, e.g., heroism. Write the list 

word that contains this suffix. 
 
 

_______________ 
 

 
C.  The words below are plurals. Write the singular form of the word. 

 
 

1.  accessories _______________   2.  faculties _______________ 
 

 
D.  Find a word from your spelling list to fit each definition below. 

 
 

1.  a young person gaining experience by working 
 as a trainee on a sheep or cattle station   _______________ 
 

2. a very large group of stars       _______________ 
 

3. lessen, to make things easier to endure    _______________ 
 

4. a newspaper concentrating on sensational 
 and  shocking news        _______________ 
 

5. to startle into sudden activity      _______________ 
 

6. a scolding or long or intense verbal attack   _______________ 
 

7. an artificial obstruction in a watercourse to 
 increase the depth of the water     _______________ 
 

8. a patriotic feeling or love of your own country  _______________ 
 

9.  to annoy or trouble someone often    _______________ 
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A.  Five words in the spelling list on page 4 can be used as either a noun or 
a verb. Write these words below. 

 
 

_______________  _______________  _______________ 
 

_______________  _______________ 
 

 
B.  Change the following verbs to nouns. 

 
 

1.  alleviate _______________  2.  galvanise  _______________ 
 

3.  harass  _______________ 
 

 
C.  Change each word below to another form.  

 
 

1.  change appalling  to a verb   _______________ 
 

2.  change clamour   to an adjective  _______________ 
 

3.  change magnificent  to a noun   _______________ 
 

4.  change nationalism  to an adjective  _______________ 
 

 
D.  Change the following words to plurals. 

 
 

1.  laboratory _______________  2.  barrage _______________ 
 

3.  tabloid  _______________  4.  galaxy _______________ 
 

 
E.  Which list words contain smaller words that mean: 

 
 

1.  violent anger      _______________ 
 

2.  framework used as shelf    _______________ 
 

3.  something you can play    _______________ 
 

4.  a small, soft animal with a shell  _______________  
 

5.  a very strong wind     _______________ 
 

 
F.  Use your dictionary to find the origin of these words. For example, 

“faculties” comes from Latin. 
 
 

1.  galaxy  _______________  2.  magnificent _______________ 
 

3.  laboratory _______________  4.  jackeroo  _______________ 
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Unit 2:    au sound 
 
 

audible   audience  auditorium  augment 

auspicious   austere   authentic   authorise 

authority   autobiography autocracy  autonomous 

auxiliary   caustic   cautious   daunt 

fauna   gaunt   haughty   nausea 
 

 
Etymology or Word Origin 
The word auspicious comes from the Latin words auspicium meaning 
“divination by observing the flight of birds” and from auspex meaning 
“one who takes signs from the flight of birds,” that is an augur. 

 
A.  The prefix “auto-” means “self”. Write the list words that contains this prefix. 
 
 

1.  _______________  2.  _______________  3.  _______________ 
 

 
B.  Understanding a prefix helps us understand the meaning of a word. 

Knowing this, write the meaning of “autonomous” below. You may use a 
dictionary. 

 
 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
C.  Find a word from your spelling list to fit each definition below. 
 
 

1. the space for the audience in a concert hall    _______________ 
 or theatre 
 

2. severely simple, without ornament, strict in manner _______________ 
 

3. proudly disregarding the claims of others   _______________ 
 

4. additional, subsidiary, used as a reserve    _______________ 
 

5.  to make larger, enlarge in size      _______________ 
 

6. capable of burning, eating away or destroying  _______________ 
 living tissue 
 

7.  very thin, haggard        _______________ 
 

 
D.  Change the adjectives below to nouns by adding “-ity”. 
 
 

1.  austere  _______________  2.  authentic  _______________ 
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A.  Change the following words to adverbs. Use a dictionary if necessary. 
 
 

1.  cautious _______________  2.  audible  _______________ 
 

3.  authority _______________  4.  authentic  _______________ 
 

5.  haughty _______________   6.  auspicious  _______________ 
 

 
B.  Change the following words to adjectives. 

 
 

1.  autobiography _______________ 2.  autocracy  _______________ 
 

3.  authority  _______________ _______________ 
 

 
C.  Change these adjectives to nouns. 

 
 

1.  autonomous  _______________ 2.  auspicious  _______________ 
 

3.  austere   _______________ 4.  authentic  _______________ 
 

 
D.  Write an antonym from the spelling list on page 6 for the following words. 

 
 

1.  elaborate _______________  2.  fake   _______________ 
 

3.  fat   _______________  4.  humble  _______________ 
 

5.  reduce  _______________  6.  encourage _______________ 
 

 
E.  Sometimes we can turn a word into an antonym by adding the prefix 

“-in” or “-un”. Add one of these prefixes to each word below. 
 
 

1.  audible  ______________  2.  authorised  ______________ 
 

 
F.  Augment means to add more of the same thing. Supplement means to 

add something, usually to make up for a deficiency. Write a sentence for 
each word showing you understand the difference. 

 
 

1.  augment:  _______________________________________________________ 
 

2.  supplement: _____________________________________________________ 
 

 
G.  Choose a synonym from the spelling list on page 6 for each group of 

words below. 
 
 

1.  crowd, spectators, viewers  ______________ 
 

2.  baffle, dishearten, dismay   ______________ 
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Unit 3:    ph sound 
 
 

autograph  dolphin   elephant   emphasise 

emphatic  graph    geography  microphone 

nephew   orphan   paragraph  phantom 

pharmacy  phase   phenomenal  photography 

phrase   sphere   triumph   trophy 
 

 
“ph” is derived from the Latin and makes a “f” sound. 
 
A.  Divide each word below into syllables. Remember, every syllable must 

contain a vowel. 
 
 

1.  emphatic ______________  2.  paragraph ______________ 
 

3.  pharmacy ______________  4.  photography ______________ 
 

5.  trophy  ______________  6.  graph   ______________ 
 

 
B.  Related words: there are several other words related to the word 

“pharmacy”. They are shown below. Use a dictionary to find their 
meaning. 

 
 

1.  pharmacist: ______________________________________________________ 
 

 __________________________________________________________________ 
 

2.  pharmacology: __________________________________________________ 
 

 __________________________________________________________________ 
 

3.  pharmacopoeia: _________________________________________________ 
 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
C.  Write the noun form and plural of “phenomenal.” 
 
 

__________________  __________________ 
 

 
D.  Most of your spelling words are nouns. Write those that are not nouns or 

that can be used in another form below. 
 
 

1.  __________________     2.  __________________ 
 

3.  __________________     4.  __________________ 
 

 
E.  For Fun. Find how many smaller words you can make from phenomenal. 
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Successful Spelling 6 Answers 
 

Page 4    Unit 1 
Long a sound 
A.  suffix -ate 

alleviate 
 
B.  suffix -ism 

nationalism 
 
C.  Change to singular 

1.  accessory  2.  faculty 
D.  Definitions 

1.  jackeroo 2.  galaxy  3.  alleviate 
4.  tabloid 5.  galvanise  6.  harangue 
7.  barrage 8.  nationalism 9.  harass 
 

Page 5 
A.  Words that are both nouns and verbs 

Any order 
1.  harangue  2.  lapse 3.  ravage 
4.  clamour  5.  barrage 

B.  Verb to noun 
1.  alleviation  2.  galvanisation 
3.  harassment 

C.  Change form 
1.  appall  2.  clamorous 
3.  magnificence 4.  nationalistic 

D.  Plurals 
1.  laboratories  2.  barrages  
3.  tabloids  4.  galaxies 

E.  Smaller words 
1.  barrage (rage)  2.  jackeroo (rack) 
3.  magnificent (game) 
4.  nationalism (snail)  5.  dangle (gale) 

F.  Origin of language 
1.  Greek  2.  Latin 
3.  Medieval Latin 4.  Australian 

 
Page 6    Unit 2 
au sound 
A.  Prefix auto - 

Any order 
1.  autobiography 2.  autocracy 
3.  autonomous 

B.  meaning 
autonomous:  
self-governing; subject to its own laws 

C.  Definition 
1.  auditorium    2.  austere  3.  haughty 
4.  auxiliary    5.  augment 6.  caustic 
7.  gaunt 

D.  Change to noun 
1.  austerity    2.  authenticity 

 
Page 7 
A.  Change to adverbs 

1.  cautiously  2.  audibly 
3.  authoritatively 4.  authentically 
5.  haughtily  6.  auspiciously 

 
B.  Change to adjectives 

1.  autobiographical 
2.  autocratic 
3.  authoritative    authoritarian 

 

C.  Change to nouns 
1.  autonomy  2.  auspice 
3.  austerity  4.  authentication 

D.  Antonym 
1.  austere 2.  authentic  3.  gaunt 
4.  haughty 5.  augment  6.  daunt 

E.  prefixes  -in or -un 
1.  inaudible  2.  unauthorised 

F.  Write sentences 
Parent to check. 

G.  Synonym 
1.  audience  2.  daunt 

 
Page 8    Unit 3 
ph sound 
A.  Syllables 

1.  em/phat/ic 2.  par/a/graph 
3.  phar/ma/cy 4.  pho/tog/ra/phy 
5.  tro/phy  6.  graph 

B.  Related Words 
1.  pharmacist: professional person who prepares 

and dispenses drugs and medicine 
2.  pharmacology: the science of drugs, their 

properties, uses and effects 
3.  pharmacopoeia: a book containing a list of 

medicinal drugs with their preparation, 
properties, use etc. 

C.  Noun form 
phenomenon phenomena 

D.  Not nouns 
Any order 
1.  emphasise  2.  phrase 
3.  emphatic  4.  phenomenal 

E.  New words 
Any order 
phone, moan, man, men, lame, none, hen, loan, 
mole, pen, pole, pan, ham, home, hole, hem, 
lope, lop, map, nominal, no, he. me, nan, pale, 
pane, mean, hemp, lamp, hop, hope, plane, 
lane. 

 
Page 9 
A.  Crossword 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B.  Words containing prefixes 
1.  microphone 
2.  autograph 
3.  paragraph 

 
Page10  Unit 4 
more ph sounds 
A.  Word Association 

1.  phalanger   2.  Philippines 
3.  phonics   4.  physique 
5.  philosophy    physics   phosphates 
6.  physician   7.  typhoon 
8.  pheasant   9.  philately 
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nationalism 
 
C.  Change to singular 

1.  accessory  2.  faculty 
D.  Definitions 

1.  jackeroo 2.  galaxy  3.  alleviate 
4.  tabloid 5.  galvanise  6.  harangue 
7.  barrage 8.  nationalism 9.  harass 
 

Page 5 
A.  Words that are both nouns and verbs 

Any order 
1.  harangue  2.  lapse 3.  ravage 
4.  clamour  5.  barrage 

B.  Verb to noun 
1.  alleviation  2.  galvanisation 
3.  harassment 

C.  Change form 
1.  appall  2.  clamorous 
3.  magnificence 4.  nationalistic 

D.  Plurals 
1.  laboratories  2.  barrages  
3.  tabloids  4.  galaxies 

E.  Smaller words 
1.  barrage (rage)  2.  jackeroo (rack) 
3.  magnificent (game) 
4.  nationalism (snail)  5.  dangle (gale) 

F.  Origin of language 
1.  Greek  2.  Latin 
3.  Medieval Latin 4.  Australian 

 
Page 6    Unit 2 
au sound 
A.  Prefix auto - 

Any order 
1.  autobiography 2.  autocracy 
3.  autonomous 

B.  meaning 
autonomous:  
self-governing; subject to its own laws 

C.  Definition 
1.  auditorium    2.  austere  3.  haughty 
4.  auxiliary    5.  augment 6.  caustic 
7.  gaunt 

D.  Change to noun 
1.  austerity    2.  authenticity 

 
Page 7 
A.  Change to adverbs 

1.  cautiously  2.  audibly 
3.  authoritatively 4.  authentically 
5.  haughtily  6.  auspiciously 

 
B.  Change to adjectives 

1.  autobiographical 
2.  autocratic 
3.  authoritative    authoritarian 

 

C.  Change to nouns 
1.  autonomy  2.  auspice 
3.  austerity  4.  authentication 

D.  Antonym 
1.  austere 2.  authentic  3.  gaunt 
4.  haughty 5.  augment  6.  daunt 

E.  prefixes  -in or -un 
1.  inaudible  2.  unauthorised 

F.  Write sentences 
Parent to check. 

G.  Synonym 
1.  audience  2.  daunt 

 
Page 8    Unit 3 
ph sound 
A.  Syllables 

1.  em/phat/ic 2.  par/a/graph 
3.  phar/ma/cy 4.  pho/tog/ra/phy 
5.  tro/phy  6.  graph 

B.  Related Words 
1.  pharmacist: professional person who prepares 

and dispenses drugs and medicine 
2.  pharmacology: the science of drugs, their 

properties, uses and effects 
3.  pharmacopoeia: a book containing a list of 

medicinal drugs with their preparation, 
properties, use etc. 

C.  Noun form 
phenomenon phenomena 

D.  Not nouns 
Any order 
1.  emphasise  2.  phrase 
3.  emphatic  4.  phenomenal 

E.  New words 
Any order 
phone, moan, man, men, lame, none, hen, loan, 
mole, pen, pole, pan, ham, home, hole, hem, 
lope, lop, map, nominal, no, he. me, nan, pale, 
pane, mean, hemp, lamp, hop, hope, plane, 
lane. 

 
Page 9 
A.  Crossword 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B.  Words containing prefixes 
1.  microphone 
2.  autograph 
3.  paragraph 

 
Page10  Unit 4 
more ph sounds 
A.  Word Association 

1.  phalanger   2.  Philippines 
3.  phonics   4.  physique 
5.  philosophy    physics   phosphates 
6.  physician   7.  typhoon 
8.  pheasant   9.  philately 
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